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Abstract

Blue Gene/L (BG/L) is a 65,536-node massively parallel computer being developed at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center that promises to revolutionize large-scale scientific computing. However, its size alone will make programming BG/L a major challenge, both from a correctness and from a performance perspective. This has motivated us to look into new programming models that have been proposed as an alternative for MPI on parallel systems. We find the Co-Array programming model attractive for its simplicity and high performance. Instead of implementing this model in the usual way, as language extensions to Fortran, we have chosen to implement it as a C++ library. This allows us to prototype and deploy this implementation with a relatively small effort, and to experiment with it on existing machines. Users also benefit, for they can experiment with this programming model early and without learning a new language. Our preliminary results indicate that parallel programs written with our C++ Co-Array library can reach good levels of speedup.

1 Introduction

Blue Gene/L (BG/L) [1] is a massively parallel computer system being developed at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. A fully-configured BG/L machine will consist of 65,536 dual-processor nodes interconnected as a \(32 \times 32 \times 64\) three-dimensional torus, with message passing as the sole means of inter-node communication. Programming such a massively parallel machine will be a major challenge, from the perspective both of correctness and of performance. Therefore, we wish to support high-level parallel programming models that support common patterns of parallel interaction, simplify the task of parallel programming, and scale to machines of this size.

We expect BG/L to support a subset of MPI-2 [4, 8] to allow programmers to write explicit message-passing programs. However, we believe that MPI as a programming model for massively parallel systems is too low-level, making it error-prone to code, complex to read and understand, and difficult to debug. Other authors have recognized these deficiencies of MPI and have proposed alternative higher-level parallel programming models for large parallel systems. Examples of such programming models include Global Arrays [5], Titanium [9], Unified Parallel C (UPC) [3], and Co-Array Fortran [6, 7]. These various models have the following characteristics in common.

1. They are based on the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) model of computation. In this model, parallelism comes from running \(n\) images of the same program, each with its own set of data objects. Execution is asynchronous for the most part, except for well-defined global synchronization points.

2. They provide a global address space for placement of shared data. This address space is intended to be used largely in a partitioned manner. Coherence of global data is usually guaranteed only at global synchronization points.

3. They provide convenient mechanisms for any image to access any piece of shared data. However, different parts of the global address space may have different access latencies.

4. They aim at providing levels of application performance that are competitive with direct programming using MPI.

Of these four programming models, Global Arrays is implemented as a library for C and Fortran, whereas Titanium, UPC, and Co-Array Fortran are implemented as language extensions to Java, C, and Fortran, respectively. Co-Array Fortran is unique in that, for every remote data reference, the remote image where the data resides is explicitly identified. The other models provide a degree of transparency.
when accessing data, the location of data being derivable from the element being accessed. In the case of Global Arrays, a single data reference may span multiple images.

Although we believe all four programming models can be valuable in the context of BG/L, and they all have been shown to achieve good performance, we chose to initially pursue an implementation of Co-Arrays. Two main factors influenced our decision. First, regardless of the actual language binding, the run time systems for all these models need to address some common issues: mapping between local and global address spaces, managing point-to-point communication and global synchronization, and overlapping computation and communication. Developing a run time system for one model provides important information for the development of run time systems for the other models. Second, we judged Co-Array to be the simplest of the programming models to implement. Both Global Arrays and UPC support complex data distributions, whereas Titanium supports general inter-node pointers.

Instead of implementing the Co-Array programming model as a language extension to Fortran, we implemented it as a C++ library, for several reasons. First, the class definition, operator overloading, and generic programming mechanisms of C++ allow much of the Co-Array syntax to be implemented without the need for language extensions. Second, a library-only implementation is faster to prototype and deploy than a language extension, which requires compiler support. Third, it is easier to motivate users to experiment with a new library for a standard and familiar language than to convince them to try a new programming language. Finally, a C++ library implementation of the Co-Array programming model is portable across a variety of systems, allowing us to experiment with it before the BG/L hardware is available.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers background material, including the main features of the Co-Array programming model and the relevant characteristics of BG/L. Section 3 describes our design of the C++ library for the Co-Array programming model. Section 4 illustrates programming with the library through some examples, and presents performance results. Section 5 concludes and discusses future work.

2 The Co-Array Programming Model and BG/L

In this section, we review the main features of the Co-Array programming model implemented by Co-Array Fortran. We also describe those features of the BG/L machine that had the most impact in our design of the C++ library for the Co-Array model.

2.1 Co-Array Fortran

Co-Array Fortran is a small set of extensions to Fortran 95 for SPMD parallel processing. It includes the set of intrinsics for parallel programming. The most important intrinsics are num_images, this_image, and sync_all. The num_images intrinsic returns the number of images in the execution. The this_image intrinsic returns the index of the local image in the set of all images, which is a number between 1 and num_images. Finally, sync_all (integer list()) is a group barrier that requires all operations before the call on images in list to complete before any image in list advances beyond the call.
2.2 BG/L

As previously mentioned, the BG/L machine consists of 65,536 dual-processor nodes interconnected in a torus topology. The interconnection network supports high-bandwidth, low-latency delivery of variable-sized packets of data. Each node running at 700 MHz can send and receive data at an aggregate rate of more than 4 GB/s. To support such high data rates, the preferred mode of operation for a BG/L node is to dedicate one of the processors to handle inter-node communication, while the other processor runs the user application. The two processors share the memory in the node, but they are not cache coherent. Therefore, data exchanges between the computation and communication processors are carried through a non-cacheable region of the address space.

3 The C++ Library for the Co-Array Model

This section describes our implementation of the Co-Array model for BG/L, as well as the binding of the Co-Array model to the C++ language. The description has four main components: the implementation of threads (Section 3.1), the implementation of co-arrays (Section 3.2), the implementation of point-to-point communication (Section 3.3), and the implementation of group synchronization (Section 3.4). In addition to exploiting the type system of C++, our implementation also uses the pthreads library to implement threads and the MPI library as the underlying messaging layer.

3.1 Implementing computation and communication agents

Each node of the BG/L architecture consists of two processors—the computation processor and the communication processor. From a programming perspective, each image of the user program is mapped to a node and is organized internally as two threads: a computation thread that runs on the computation processor, and a communication thread that runs on the communication processor. We implement these threads using the pthreads library [2]. The appropriate number of threads is spawned at program start-up. The computation thread begins by executing the top-level function of the user program; the communication thread runs in a reactive loop, processing communication events from its associated computation thread and from other communication threads. The two threads on a node communicate with each other through a pair of queues that reside in a non-cacheable region of the shared address space—one directed from the computation thread to the communication thread (the comp2comm queue), the other from the communication thread to the computation thread (the comm2comp queue). Both queues are protected by locks. This approach avoids complications resulting from the non-coherent caches in the processors.

3.2 Implementing co-arrays

A co-array of elements of type T is implemented as a C++ template class CoArray<T>. On encountering the definition

\[
\text{CoArray<double> A(100);} 
\]
the computation thread in each image allocates a LocalArray<double> object capable of holding 100 doubles, and an array of pointers to RemoteArray<double> objects that reference the LocalArray components of this CoArray in each of the other images. Figure 1 illustrates the design. Note that a remote pointer in one image is a local pointer in another image; an image can therefore perform address arithmetic on a remote pointer, but may not meaningfully dereference a remote pointer. The images exchange their local pointers in an all-to-all communication step within the CoArray constructor to set up the RemoteArray references in a consistent manner.

The CoArray<T> class overloads operator() to allow access to elements of the local portion of a co-array. More interestingly, it overloads operator[] to produce a reference to a RemoteArray<T> by accessing its cached copy. Applying operator() to a RemoteArray<T> returns a RemotePtr<T>, which is a reference to a specific remote element. All of these operations are strictly local and involve no inter-image communication. One small syntactic difference from Co-Array Fortran is that a remote element of a co-array is written as \( A[node](i) \) rather than \( A(i)[node] \).

The overloaded operators operator= and operator T() in the RemotePtr<T> class initiate inter-image communication. The former operator handles the case \( A[node](i) = x \) by sending a “remote write” message to the remote image. The latter operator handles the case \( x = A[node](i) \) by sending a “remote read” message and converting the result into the appropriate local type. Section 3.3 describes the details of the communication actions. The case \( A[node1](i) = B[node2](j) \) is handled by a combination of the two operators. In our current implementation, the construct \( A(i) = A[this\_image()](j) \) causes an image to send a message to itself, but this could be easily optimized out.

3.3 Implementing point-to-point communication

Point-to-point communication in our implementation involves the computation and communication threads at both
the local and the remote end. Figures 2 and 3 show the overall protocols for various communication operations.

The local computation thread initiates a communication operation as follows.

1. It initiates a “remote write” by enqueueing a Put request on its comp2comm queue and returning.

2. It initiates a “remote read” by enqueueing a Get request on its comp2comm queue and waiting until it receives the data value.

The local communication thread dequeues requests from its comp2comm queue and sends one of two kinds of messages to the remote communication thread over the network (currently using MPI as the transport mechanism).

1. A Put message is a request to store the data contained in the message at the specified address of the remote node, and is sent in response to a Put request. It contains the following fields: the remote address, the size of the data, and the data value.

2. A Get message is a request for data from a remote node, and is sent in response to a Get request. It contains the following fields: the local address where the data will eventually be stored, the remote address from which to read the data, and the size of the data.

The remote communication thread takes the following actions on receiving a message from the network.

1. On receiving a Put message, it enqueues a Put request on its comp2comm queue and sends an Ack message back to the local communication thread.

2. On receiving a Get message, it enqueues a Get request on its comp2comm queue.

The remote computation thread dequeues requests from its comp2comm queue and takes the following actions.

1. On receiving a Put request, it completes the remote write operation by writing the supplied values to the specified memory locations.

2. On receiving a Get request, it reads the specified memory location and enqueues a Put request containing the data addressed to the local node on its comp2comm queue.

Note that the computation thread of a node is responsible for draining the comp2comm queue in that node. The computation thread currently performs this action at three points: when it is waiting after having issued a Get request, before it issues a Put request, and when it engages in a group synchronization operation (Section 3.4).

A “remote write” operation completes at the local node when the local communication thread receives the Ack message from the remote communication thread. Note that the local computation thread is not blocked and can proceed with additional computation and communication. The operation completes at the remote node when the remote computation thread has dequeued and processed the Put request from its comp2comm queue.

A “remote read” operation completes at the local node when the local computation thread has dequeued and processed the returning Put request from its comp2comm queue. The operation completes at the remote node when the remote communication thread receives the Ack message from the local communication thread.

The Ack message is required in order to maintain the invariant that an image completes all communication actions prior to entering a group synchronization point. Communication threads decrement a count of pending communication actions on receiving an Ack message.

### 3.4 Implementing group synchronization

The library provides functions for group synchronization, that is, a barrier between all images (sync_all()) or a subset of images (sync_all(list of images)). As in the case of point-to-point communication, group synchronization requires coordination among both local and remote computation and communication threads. Figure 4 illustrates the overall protocol.

When the computation thread of an image reaches a sync_all call, it enqueues a Sync request on its comp2comm queue and then repeatedly dequeues and processes requests from its comp2comm queue until it encounters a Sync request. The local communication thread sends out Sync messages to each image on the list and waits for Sync messages from each of them. Once it has received a message from each image on the list, it enqueues a Sync request on its comm2comp queue to inform the local computation thread that synchronization has been achieved.

Since different images can progress at different rates, the local communication thread can receive Sync messages from remote images at any time. If it receives a Sync message from an image that is not in the list of images with which it is currently synchronizing, it records the identity of the remote image in a pending list. Otherwise, the image is in the current synchronization list, in which case it deletes that image from the list and decrements the count of outstanding messages. When processing the Sync request from its local computation thread, it removes from the pending list any images from the current synchronization list that it finds there, and decrements the count of outstanding messages correspondingly.
Figure 1. Implementation of a co-array.

Figure 2. Transactions in a PUT operation.
Figure 3. Transactions in a GET operation.

Figure 4. Transactions in a SYNC operation.
4 Examples

We illustrate the use of the Co-Array programming model and the performance of our implementation using two examples: Jacobi relaxation and matrix transposition. Performance measurements were conducted on a Linux cluster of dual 600 MHz Pentium III machines, interconnected with a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet switch.

4.1 Jacobi relaxation

The Jacobi relaxation example closely follows the example in Numrich and Reid [6, §2.1]. The two-dimensional problem grid is partitioned across images in the column dimension. Each image is responsible for ncol columns, and allocates space for one column of ghost cells on either side.

type double vector_t[VECTOR_SIZE];
void laplace(int nrow, int ncol, 
CoArray<vector_t>& u)
{
    int me = u.this_image();
    int images = u.num_images();
    LocalArray<vector_t> new_u(ncol+2);
    int left = me == 0 ? images-1 : me-1;
    int right = me == images-1 ? 0 : me+1;
    int list[2] = { left, right };
    u[left](ncol+1) = u(1); // communication
    // (put)
    u[right](0) = u(ncol); // communication
    // (put)
    CoArray<double>::sync_all(list,2);
    for(int j = 1; j < ncol+1; j++)
        new_u(j)[0] = u(j)[nrow-1] + u(j)[1]
            + u(j-1)[0] + u(j+1)[0];
    for (int i = 0; i < nrow-2; i++)
        new_u(j)[i+1] = u(j)[i] + u(j)[i+2]
            + u(j-1)[i+1]
            + u(j+1)[i+1];
    new_u(j)[nrow-1] = u(j)[0]
        + u(j)[nrow-2]
        + u(j-1)[nrow-1]
        + u(j+1)[nrow-1];
    } for (int j = 1; j < ncol+1; j++)
    for (int i = 0; i < nrow; i++)
        u(j)[i] = new_u(j)[i] - 4.0 * u(j)[i];
}

Note that u(j)[i] denotes element i of column j of co-array u in the local image, and is a purely local operation.

Figure 5(a) shows the speedup of this code for various grid sizes. Speedup is near-optimal.

4.2 Matrix transposition

The matrix transposition example transposes a square matrix organized as a co-array of blocks that is partitioned across images in the column dimension.

type double blk_t[BLK_SIZE][BLK_SIZE];
void transposeBlock(blk_t& src, blk_t& dst) {
    for (int i = 0; i < BLK_SIZE; i++)
        for (int j = 0; j < BLK_SIZE; j++)
            dst[i][j] = src[j][i];
}

void MatrixTranspose(CoArray<blk_t>& u,
    int nrow, int ncol)
{
    int me = u.this_image();
    int comm_size = u.num_images();
    CoArray<blk_t> b(nrow, ncol);
    blk_t temp;
    CoArray<blk_t>::sync_all();
    for (int I = 0; I < nrow; I++) {
        int i = (I+me*ncol) % nrow;
        for (int j = 0; j < ncol; j++)
            // transpose local block
            transposeBlock(u(i,j),temp);
            //communication (put)
            b[i/ncol](j+me*ncol, i%ncol) = temp;
    } CoArray<blk_t>::sync_all();
}

Figure 5(b) shows the performance of this code for different block sizes. This code is much more communication-intensive than the previous one, which limits speedup as a function of number of nodes.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have discussed the design and implementation of a C++ library supporting the Co-Array parallel programming model on the BG/L machine. We have validated the correctness of the implementation and have characterized its performance using two test codes: Jacobi relaxation and matrix transposition. The initial performance results are promising.

We plan the following lines of future work. First, we need to reduce the run-time copy overheads in our implementation. In particular, it is possible in some circumstances to let the communication processor access the data directly. This would reduce the end-to-end latency of communication operations. Second, we need to better characterize the performance of our implementation, initially on a simulator of BG/L and eventually on the real hardware.
Finally, we need to update certain aspects of our design to effectively scale up to 65,536 nodes.
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